**Birthday Card**
**Nine of Spades:**
**All-Embracing Vitality**

**Characteristics:** Being inherently spiritual or psychic can never be totally dismissed. They are led to a life of universal giving and releasing of that, which does not serve higher concepts, if they recognize this significant portion of themselves. In this regard, some of them can make a great contribution to the world. A lot of Nine of Spades are successful, creative individuals including artists, teachers and performers. They are also givers. Friends in high places help them through some of the difficult emotional periods they are sure to encounter, these friends give them the wise nature necessary to conquer their feelings and fears. The Nine of Spades has the most powerful internal desires of the universal cards. They range from people who have had lives that are almost total losses to those who have a complete and wonderful life including the gift of giving to others. As this is the “Nine of Nines” Birth Card, the aspect of the remaining three Nines is there as well. Interestingly, a few important characteristic of their personality must be permitted to fade away so that they can be reborn. This is because in some way, there is a significant release that must happen for them. This issue could be anything from the way they handle relationships or money to as basic as a personal hygiene habit or work function. It might, at times, involve each of these simultaneously. A good business ability is also present in these individuals and that can bring financial success if put to use. Nevertheless, their mission is one of love and they find their fulfillment there. Their inborn power radiates so the farther they ascend to importance on their path to the divine, the more the result of the wide scope of their work, and concentrating on giving to large groups, can develop.

**Relationships:** When they desire one, the Nine of Spades has every charm as well as the emotional strength to have a mate. There can be a slight fear that if they find themselves in love, they might lose that person because, even though they are the Nine of Nines, there are sure to be losses in their life. In addition, emotional trauma early in life means many Nine of Spades have scars that prevent personal relationships. At any rate, the Nine of Spades woman longs for a relationship; the exception being one where, for example, she is stuck with co-dependent activity and trying to rescue her partner will not accept nonsense from any man. They love groups just as they do individuals and they are truly loving, generous and wonderful people.
There will be key people in their lives who give emotional endings and completions, but these may not necessarily be viewed as losses. It is clear that a Nine of Spades with no partner is keeping them away with everything they have, because we know that with all the charm they can have a partner easily. Otherwise, they can have anything they want romantically. Their Karma Card makes the Nine of Spades woman strong-minded and freethinking. Personal relationships can be challenging. Such power from a woman cannot be dealt with by all men. From the same perspective any female who is a King can be both father as well as mother to her offspring; this card can readily be a single parent.

**Personality Connections:** Spade males are also a possibility for Nine of Spades females and there is a similar type of bonding. There is a strong love compatibility with Nine of Spades females and Heart males. Heart females and Nine of Spades males have a special connection for friendship that can reach matrimony. Diamond males are seen as attractive by Nine of Spades women who have strong physical attractions for them.

**Confrontations:** Some individuals believe this is their last incarnation. This is actually quite odd because it would seem that a person who is in their final incarnation would be a very happy individual who has experienced all of their dreams, desires and wishes. Most people do not know a person who is undergoing their final lifetime. One ought to approach people who believe that with caution; this the wisdom of Nine of Spades.